E-BANKING APPLICATION

TRAFEC (Trade Finance Exchange Console) provides you with a comprehensive view of
your trade documentary operations and allows you to send secure documentary
instructions to many of your banks.
TRAFEC also allows you to control, store and centralize all of your trade instructions in one
platform, while maintaining your internal organizational structure and signature process.
In addition, the smart features of TRAFEC will increase your efficiency and reduce
operational risks.

MULTIPLE BANKS
The application can be used to work with multiple banks, including BCGe, BCP,
BNP Paribas, CA Indosuez, ING and Société Générale.

DIGITAL MANAGEMENT OF TRADE FINANCE
Create, receive and manage all of your
trade finance operations in a centralized
application. Among the instruments
available you can find Letter of Credit,
LOI, Document Collections, Guarantees
and storage and release requests.
The smart folder functionality roots
messages according to the rules you
have chosen to apply.

SECURE CHANNEL OF COMMUNICATION
Rest assured that all of your Trade Finance communication with the
bank is made within a secured and authenticated channel.
The identity of both the sender and the receiver will be known
to you, with no other people in between.

APPROVE YOUR OPERATIONS
EVERYWHERE AND ANYTIME
Receive instant notifications from the bank regarding
the status of your operations.
Using the platform will help banks and corporates
communicate in the most efficient way.

HISTORICAL TIMELINE OF OPERATIONS
Review the lifecycle of any of your trade
finance operations with the history view
option
Stay up to date and never lose track of past
events.

CUSTOMIZABLE EMAIL ALERTS
Automated and customized email alerts are available, allowing you to
be alerted of any new incoming messages or important deadlines.

CREATE TEMPLATES &
CLONE PREVIOUS
OPERATIONS
Easily set up templates for recurrent
business, or simply duplicate the contents
of an operation that you have already made
with the bank.

EASY TO USE & CUSTOMIZABLE SIGNATURE PROCESS

The operation release process can be customized
according to your company structure, with
different user levels and single or double
signature release options.
All operations for release are located in one
convenient menu.

BRING EFFICIENCY INTO YOUR COMMUNICATION
Change the way you communicate; TRAFEC allows you to secure and structure your
instruments, while centralizing all the information. Moreover, the authentication aspect
saves your company’s time while reducing the operational risks at the same time.
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